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Abstract 
 
In our paper we describe the objectives and achievements of a project called “Smart Content Factory”. The 
project aims at the creation of a knowledge-aware system infrastructure to support the utilization of audiovisual 
content. We will provide an overview of the project objectives and introduce “digital content engineering” as a 
scientific discipline dealing with concepts, methodologies, techniques and tools for a quantifiable approach 
towards the vision of smart content, thereby addressing future scenarios of electronic publishing, especially for 
embedded publishers. We will further take a look at the user and system requirements of the “Smart Content 
Factory” and their impact on the architecture of the system prototype. 
 

1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Bridging the Semantic Gap 
 
Today consumers and the content industries find themselves amidst the gap between the increasing ease of 
producing rich media content and its usefulness as measured in user acceptance. The consumer market for 
example provides us with cameras and other hand held devices that allow producing, publishing and sharing 
content among communities by “clicking a button”. The professional content industries (e.g. broadcasters and 
news agencies) continue to “digitize” their complete content production and delivery processes and are looking 
for new ways to utilize their content repositories. At the same time consumers have a growing need for context-
aware, individually tailored content.  
In 2003, a strategic European study on the future of electronic publishing towards 2010 (EP2010 [1]), argued for 
a new form of content called “smart content” as an answer to the challenges of the semantic gap described 
above: “Smart content” will support context sensitive adaption and increasing levels of interactivity along the 
digital content value chain by adding “behaviour” to highly structured content and knowledge objects. 
According to the authors the new form of content would, amongst others, have “collaborative, knowledge-
based, personalised and adaptive” properties ([2]). “Smart content” definitely is a promising approach to bridge 
the semantic gap, but it is the thesis of the authors that however complex it seems to implement a full-featured 
knowledge-aware content repository, which moreover claims to be “ready for the semantic web”, one has to 
start with manageable pragmatic steps to approach the vision of a “Smart Content Factory”. 
 
1.2 Content Engineering 
 
On a more pragmatic level all new forms of content, whether the are called “smart” or not, have to be designed 
and structured carefully to obtain the desired properties. The research community and the content industries talk 
about “content engineering” as a discipline dealing with these issues. Actually, there are existing definitions of 
“content engineering”, e.g. Harry van Vliet [3] defines content engineering as “the development of information 
systems that support the entire value chain of multimedia production or parts thereof: creation, digitisation, 
storage, search, manipulation, management, distribution and delivery, in an effective, efficient and user friendly 
way”. In our view this is more a definition of engineering content management solutions and it is focused too 
much on systems only. Lutz Maicher [4] defines “content engineering as the searching, acquisition, 
classification, storage and visualisation of contents which is supported by processes and tools”. This definition is 
based on a sequential list of activities and misses a conceptual layer.  Following these definitions, the authors 
define content engineering as “the application of systematic and quantifiable approaches (concepts, methods, 
techniques, tools) along the content value chain, i.e., content acquisition, value adding, and distribution and 
delivery, in order to support re-use and tailorability for media-rich publications.” ([5]). 
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2 Setting the Scene 
 
In this section we will briefly provide some background to the “Smart Content Factory” project and summarize 
the project objectives from a publishers viewpoint. We will also give a short survey (developed during a 
technology watch) of trends in the adjacent research communities. 
 
2.1 The “Smart Content Factory” 
 
The project “Smart Content Factory” was started in October 2003 with a duration of three years. It aims at the 
development of a prototype of a system infrastructure for the knowledge-based refinement of audiovisual 
content repositories based on state-of-the-art digital asset management systems. Currently the project has 
reached the end of the prototype phase in which a vertical prototype for one specific user scenario has been 
implemented. “Smart Content Factory” is one of the lead projects of Salzburg NewMediaLab, an Austrian 
research centre funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Economics and Labour and the Province of Salzburg. 
 
2.2 Project Objectives from a Publishers Viewpoint 
 
The objectives of the “Smart Content Factory” can be summarized as follows. We also tried to outline the 
impact of the objectives on the publishing process: 
 

•  Use of existing content: By using content “as it is” there is no need for reformatting or transforming 
existing content into new data structures, hence there is no need for redundancy of high volume data 
storage. All operations related to the media clips are using unique references to the media objects. 
The middleware currently allows to work with all types of content that can be described or mapped 
according to the MPEG-7 standard. 

•  Integration:  The Factory’s indexing components will offer interfaces for integration into the content 
production workflow, e.g. when a new digital video editing system is introduced, the Factory will be 
informed of newly created content and the indexing process will be triggered, as soon as new content 
is published. From the perspective of publishers, especially “embedded publishers”, a seamless 
integration of the Factory’s semantic indexing pipeline into the content production workflow is a 
crucial issue. 

•  Interoperability:  The Factory makes use of state-of-the-art digital asset management technology. 
Wherever possible, standards and interface layers are used to keep the core of the Factory 
independent of the underlying data and knowledge layer. The Factory uses Virage’s VS Archive™ 
([6]), a media management offering powerful content based indexing features and a well documented 
programming interface. In the course of the project an MPEG-7 interface was created to avoid 
dependencies from the proprietary system. 

•  Market orientation: The Factory supports of a wide range of user scenarios in the business to 
business (B2B) and business to consumer (B2C) area. For this purpose a five-tier conceptual 
architecture was defined encapsulating the application logic and abstracting the knowledge and data 
layer by means of an interface layer.. 

•  Adaptability and extensibility: The Factory will be adaptable and extensible to various domain 
knowledge models. The use of domain knowledge models is a crucial issue for the “smartness” of the 
Factory. Therefore considerable effort will be dedicated to the definition of a knowledge base with 
“pluggable” knowledge components. 

 
2.3 Related Work 
 
The above objectives clearly represent a single project’s view. Currently the research community is heavily 
investigating the convergence of content management and knowledge concepts. Some of the approaches are 
definitely dealing with concepts related to “smart content” as envisaged in the EP2010 study ([1]): 
Some research groups argue for new authoring and navigation tools in order to create and utilize media-rich 
content structured to certain rules and standards: The IST project CULTOS (“Cultural Units of Learning - Tools 
and Services”) for example considers its enhanced multimedia meta objects (EMMOs) as autonomous content 
objects, which are being passed through the value chain and offer different interfaces to the various publishing 
activities ([7]). 
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Other projects define a generic middleware layer for future content and knowledge platforms: The IST project 
METOKIS (“Methodology and Tools Infrastructure for the Creation of Knowledge Units”) creates a prototype 
"knowledge content carrier architecture" which builds upon existing standards as well as prototype knowledge 
content models developed for semantic annotation of multimedia assets and for trading of knowledge units, 
respectively ([8]). 
 

3 User Scenarios and the Domain Knowledge Base 
 
3.1 Requirements 
 
During the user requirements analysis we defined a set of initial user scenarios in the business to business (B2B) 
and business to consumer (B2C) area. Subsequently one particular scenario was selected as the basis for the 
development of the first prototype: Consumers will be able to retrieve media assets by combining different 
search methods and place orders for junks of the selected media assets. According to the scenario navigation and 
search support will be possible in the following dimensions denoted according to Richard S. Wurman ([9]), who 
argues that location, alphabet, time, category and hierarchy (LATCH) are the core dimensions of information 
organisation: 

•  Location: the repository is searchable by coordinates, regions and location names 
•  Category: the repository is searchable by thematic categories 
•  Alphabet: the Factory provides a full text search 
•  Metadata: the repository is searchable by a set of metadata (e.g. duration, creation date, author, 

named entities, etc.) 
The Factory displays a result short list and a detailed view which is called “video summary”. In the video 
summary not only the video itself, but also key frames, the text derived from the speech to text transcription, 
additional metadata and a stripe image are shown. 
 
3.2 Knowledge Base 
 
One of the key issues for the semantic indexing framework and the navigation support of the “Smart Content 
Factory” is the use of a set of “pluggable” formal knowledge bases. In the first prototype we integrated three 
knowledge bases: 

 

Figure 1: The SKOS Core Meta Model (from [10]) 

•  The first knowledge model (“locations”) contains a thesaurus of geographic names developed at 
Salzburg Research. The thesaurus extends the properties of gazetteers by modelling the hierarchical 
relations between the geographic locations (e.g. “village” is-part-of “political district”). The 
thesaurus is based on data structured according to the ADL Feature Type Thesaurus ([11]), the 
gazetteer is structured according to the ADL Gazetteer Content Standard ([12]). The “Geoname 
Thesaurus” is represented in RDF according to SKOS Core 1.0, an RDF schema for the 
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Figure 2: Conceptual architecture of the Smart Content Factory 

The “presentation layer” represents various clients, e.g. browsers, mail clients, web-services. They form the 
interface to the underlying “business layer” which covers the application logic and the business processes. The 
business layer as defined in the conceptual architecture has a very broad range of services reflecting the 
requirements of all the user scenarios developed during the requirements analysis phase (e.g. push and news 
services, semantic web agents and an annotation service). For the first prototype only the “Publishing Engine” 
was specified in detail and finally implemented as the basic service for search, retrieval and navigation in the 
audiovisual repository. 
The “business layer” triggers the components of the “processing layer”, which is a further abstraction of the 
functional components operating with the knowledge models and the repositories. For reasons of 
interoperability and scalability the “processing layer” has no direct access to the “data layer”, rather it accesses 
the “data layer” via an “interface and data abstraction layer” which manages the access to and the abstraction of 
various data sources (e.g. knowledge models such as ontologies, controlled vocabularies and thesauri). 

representation of thesauri and similar types of knowledge models. Figure 1 shows the SKOS Core 
Meta Model (see [10] for reference). 

•  The second model (“thematic categories”) was derived from the IPTC thesaurus which is public 
available at the International Press and Telecommunications Council ([13]) and defines thematic 
news categories (e.g. sports, policy, economy). The thematic categories are hierarchically structured. 
Again, this thesaurus is represented  

•  A web-based synonym service for (German) words was integrated into the semantic indexing 
process. The service was developed and is maintained by the University of Leipzig (“Deutscher 
Wortschatz” [14]). The Web service interface is based on the SOAP protocol. 

All ontologies are either integrated via a Web service interface or stored in a database and accessed via the Jena 
RDF framework ([15]), which also provides a powerful inferencing mechanism (e.g. traversing of the 
hierarchical relations). 
 

4 The Technological Approach 
 
4.1 Conceptual Architecture 
 
In the design phase of the project we defined a conceptual architecture taking into account the full range of the 
user and system requirements. The architecture clearly separates the business logic from the indexing com-
ponents, the underlying database systems and data repositories (including, as in the case of the first prototype, 
the file system). 
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On this conceptual level, all data sources are considered to be logical data sources. They can have various 
physical implementations. The concrete data layer used in the first prototype e.g. uses the Jena framework for 

the primary indices, a relational database to keep metadata about the essences in Virage’s VS Archive™ and the 
file system as media storage. 
 
4.2 Semantic Indexing 
 
To ensure that the media repository is search- and navigable in the desired way, we defined an indexing pipeline 
consisting of two steps: 
In the first step a primary index is created by methods provided by state-of-the-art media analyzing tools (i.e. 
Virage Video Logger™ and the Smart Encoding™ process). Video clips are passed to the Factory in MPEG-1 
format. A polling mechanism informs the indexing and contextualization components about newly available 
video clips and triggers the indexing process. The primary indexing results in the creation of key frames, the 
automatic detection of scenes, the transformation of speech to text, the recognition of speakers, etc.  
Subsequently a semantic indexing process is started which is based upon the results of the previous content 
based indexing and relies primarily on the speech to text transformation (i.e. “audiologging”, for which different 
solutions have been tested in the course of the project). The dependency on the results of the audiologging is 
definitely a weak point in the concept of the Smart Content Factory. In the conclusions we will address ways to 
overcome this weakness in the future. 
The semantic indexing is using the Lucene indexing framework ([16]) and the ontologies and thesauri forming 
the knowledge base of the Smart Content Factory which are accessible via “pluggable” RDF knowledge 
components described in the previous section. By applying and using knowledge models during the semantic 
indexing we create a set of “smart indices”, allowing search, retrieval and reasoning along various dimensions 
of the information space. 
 
4.3 The Prototype 
 
Based on the conceptual architecture and the knowledge representation described in the above sections a 
prototype of the Smart Content Factory was specified, implemented and delivered in January 2005. Figure 3 
shows a screen shot of this prototype with the hyperbolic tree navigation (based on TouchGraph) in the centre 
and a result short list with a key frame of the video clip on the right side of the screen. a closer look at the figure 
will reveal that the matching term “Salzburg” is highlighted although the search term in the search field on the 
left side was “Mozartstadt” (“Salzburg” is a synonym for “the town of Mozart”). 
 

  
Figure 3: Screenshot of the Smart Content Factory prototype - April 2005 

 

persistent storage of the RDF knowledge models, proprietary indices of Autonomy’s IDOL Server™ to manage 
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
The project team delivered a first vertical prototype for a knowledge-based audiovisual archive which was based 
on one particular user scenario in January 2005. This prototype will be evaluated and further developed in the 
revision cycle starting in June 2005. Our conclusions drawn from the results and findings so far can be summa-
rized as follows: 

•  One of the project objectives was that the system should use proprietary media asset management 
technology, yet stay independent of the proprietary system by means auf an interface and data 
abstraction layer: The prototype shows that we were able to meet this requirement with minor 
breaches: Especially in the area of the media pre-processing the workflow was very tightly coupled 
with the features of the proprietary system and we were not yet able to introduce an abstraction layer. 

•  The project showed the feasibility of a knowledge representation based on “pluggable” knowledge 
components for both, the semantic indexing framework and the navigation support. Future work 
however has to concentrate on the application of linguistic rules in the semantic indexing process. 
Further we have also to investigate how the “intuitive meaning” of generalization or refinement of a 
search can be mapped to the formal knowledge models: e.g. if a search for video clips related to a 
certain “village” produced no or few results, how would a generalization of this search be derived 
from the formal knowledge model: Would we extend the search to the “political district” (i.e. 
siblings) or to “villages” in the “neighbourhood”, however this “neighbourhood“ would be defined. 

•  The smartness of the Factory is to a high degree depending on the quality of the results of the 
audiologging. In our future work we will gradually overcome this dependency adding new reliable 
data sources to the semantic indexing process (e.g. records of archive systems, whether exported or 
accessed via an API). 
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